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 PROFESSIONAL
LEARNING 

COMMUNITY 
ACTIVITIES 

I mpl ement new i nstruct i onal

rout i nes and pract i ces;  then 

ref l ect  and share.  
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DISCUSSION PROMPTS

Describe how your

understanding of the

skills that predict

reading comprehension

has changed. 

Analyze how your new

understanding could

impact classroom

practices, including the

focus of your reading

instruction.

SHARE

Ponder Now that you've learned about the Simple View of Reading, reflect
on the following discussion prompts with a colleague or teacher-
based team.
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Plan

Reflect 

Activity: Developing Word Recognition Skills

 Implement an explicit instructional routine for phonological awareness, phonics, 
or advanced phonics during small group instruction. 

Select a student who displays a need in
phonemic awareness, phonics, or advanced
phonics.
Based on data regarding the student's needs,
select a routine from one of these resources:

1.

2.

Student: _________________________________________

Area of Need: ___________________________________

Chosen Routine:________________________________

Time to review the routine: ____________________

Dates/Times of Implementation: _______________

___________________________________________________

Implement

Implement the routine! Note: These routines typically will be most effective when used to supplement
a foundational reading curriculum that includes a clear scope and sequence of skills.  

How did your student respond to
the use of an explicit routine? 

What does your data show in regards to the
students' continued needs and the
effectiveness of the routine?

What went well? What was challenging? 

Share
Discuss with a peer or with your
Teacher-Based Team what you
noticed. 

Based on the data, discuss next possible
steps.

3. Practice and plan the new routine
4. Choose dates/time to implement the new
     routine. 

Advanced Phonics (3+)

Phonics Instructional Routines (2-3)

Phonics Instructional Routines (K-1)

Phonemic Awareness Instructional Routines (K-1)
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https://www.mdek12.org/sites/default/files/Offices/MDE/OAE/OEER/Literacy/20-21_advancedwordstudy_final.pdf
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/routinesPhonics_23.html
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/routinesPhonics_K1.html
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/projects/empowering-teachers/routines/routinesPA_K1.html


Activity: Developing Language Comprehension Skills

Implement instructional scaffolding during small-group or whole-class instruction
 to help support all learners with complex-texts.  

Plan

Based on data, select a language
comprehension need of at least one student in
your class (i.e., background knowledge,
vocabulary, language structures, verbal
reasoning, and/or literacy knowledge), 
Review the "Supporting All Learning with
Complex Text" document and accompanied
blog post.
Select a Before Reading, During Reading, and
After Reading scaffold to implement that
connects to the area of need.
Plan and prepare the scaffolds. 
Choose dates/time to implement the new
scaffolding ideas. 

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Language Comp. Need: ___________________________ 

Before Reading Scaffold:__________________________

During Reading Scaffold:__________________________

After Reading Scaffold:____________________________

Time to plan/prepare::____________________________

Dates/Times of Implementation: _________________

_____________________________________________________

Implement

Reflect 

Implement the scaffold supports! Note: These supports can help ALL students. Rather than reducing
expectations for students with language comprehension needs, these scaffolds can help ensure all

students have access to complex texts.  

How did your students respond to
the use of the scaffolds? 

What does your data show in regards to the
students' continued needs and the
effectiveness of the scaffolds?

What went well? What was challenging? 

Share

Discuss with a peer or with your
Teacher-Based Team what you
noticed. 

Based on the data, discuss next possible
steps.
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https://achievethecore.org/content/upload/Supporting%20All%20Learners%20with%20Complex%20Text.pdf
https://achievethecore.org/peersandpedagogy/supporting-all-learners-with-complex-texts/

